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Our Methodology
Studies of health communication have tended to depend
on ‘categorize and code’ methodologies (i.e. RIAS)

•

We use a method called Conversation Analysis
(CA) that is non-experimental & non-coding:

1. Based on recordings of actual consultations
2. Micro-analyse the actual interaction process
3. Direct insight into specific medical contexts

•

Deeply empirical, deliberately uncontrolled and
thoroughly authentic

One sort of issue: Health Literacy
•
•
•
•

‘Health Literacy’ is a relative new (20 yrs old) but
hotly debated idea in the field of Medicine,
believed to play a key role in better health
communication & outcomes. (Choon 2011)
However, most medical health literacy research
focuses on “functional literacy” (i.e. reading,
writing, and numeracy skills) (Ko et al 2001)
For health literacy to “work”, it must also includes
literacies of procedural knowledge and judgement
skills (Nutbeam 2008; Schutz 2015)
What sorts of literacies actually impact and
are crucial in the doctor-patient interaction?

Our Data
•
•
•
•

150 session of first-visit consultations in the
Urology.
Out of 150 sessions, 83 were conducted in
‘Singaporean’ English, while the rest were done
in Mandarin Chinese or some Chinese dialects.
Trajectory of consultation: Eliciting concern —>
History-taking —> Physical Examination —>
Diagnostic Recommendation —> Closing
consultation
Referrals were for symptom of hematuria (or
blood in urine), with about 30 consultations in
English.

Patient’s understanding of
diagnostic tests as choices
62 DOC: So what we’ll do is that uh: what we will need to do (0.4) is
63
that we will need to recommend a few things.

64
65-68

Doctor’s formulation of “recommend” could be
heard by the patient as framing the diagnostic
tests as being “preferred but unnecessary”.

(0.4)
……

69 DOC: =inside (0.3) the kidney (.) [and] we will need to recommend-=
70 PAT:
[hmm]
71 DOC: =a scope for you la.

In actual fact, the doctor’s use of ‘need to’ reveals his medical
opinion that doing the ‘scope’ as a diagnostic step is imperative
72

(0.4)

←
73 PAT: A scope.

←

The patient begins to enquire and push back on
the ‘scope’ as a “recommendation”

74 DOC: Ya a scope basically is to look inside the bladder (0.3) to take

Patient’s understanding of
diagnostic tests as choices
110 PAT: Besides that?

Patient’s formulation of ‘besides that’ can be taken
either to mean ‘what other tests do I have to do’,
OR ‘what other tests can I choose from’?

111
(0.5)
112 DOC: Besides that we will do a s:scan alright just a special x-ray to
113
see and- to take a look see any other stones or anything insides
114
the kidneys lor.=
115-133 ……
134 DOC: Uh we will arrange the x-ray and we will help you do the scope
135
°uh°.
136
(0.6)
Doctor later notifies that more than one test is to be done
← sco:pe no:: right?
137 PAT: ((Shake head)) Pardon

Patient responds in a way that rejects such an understanding
138
(0.3)
139 PAT: Can I (just [

uh

] I don’t think).

Patient’s understanding of
a single test to ‘do the job’
179
180
181
182
183

PAT:
DOC:
PAT:
DOC:
DOC:

So you will have to do the scope,=
=We will recommend a scope as part of the look up (
).
So if you do the scope do you need to do the °scan-° [uh: x]-ray?=
[ Yes ]
=Yes.

Patient re-confirms the need to do multiple tests

184-192

193

……

← Doctor explains that different tests ‘looks at different things’

PAT: So you cannot (0.3) ←
minus off (any one).

Yet the patient is still of the belief that a singular
test is sufficient ‘for the job’
194

DOC: No.

Patient’s understanding of
diagnostics as a multi-stage process
248 PAT: So today you take the urine [test]=
249 DOC:
[Yes ].=
250 PAT: =[
if the whole thing is fine?

]

Patient later enquires ‘what if’ the urine test is ‘okay’
251 DOC: =[>To make sure there is no infection<.]
252
(0.5)
253 DOC: Uh if there is nothing wrong I won’t call you.<If there is
254
something that is- brewing I will need to call you back.

255-267

……

Doctor formulation of “if there is nothing wrong I won’t call
you” pertains specifically to test of bacteria growth in
urine, but the patient may understand otherwise.

268 PAT: So urine test first you you get
269 DOC: =No.<So it takes about 24 to 48
270
is abnormal I will call you.<If

the results straight away?<No?=
hours for it to grow.<If anything
←
not then we will leave it.

Doctor later continue with the expression ‘we will leave it’
271 PAT: Hmmm.= ((Nodding))

Patient’s understanding of
diagnostics as a multi-stage process
330 PAT: So nothing is wrong so this is what?

Patient holds up the ‘scope’ consent form and questions the necessity
of further tests, in the event of a ‘no problem’ result from earlier test
331
(0.7)
332 DOC: °Just to make sur-°.
333
(0.3)
334 DOC: Sorry?

←

However, the doctor misses the patient’s
gesture due to EMR recording, and did
not get the question.

335 PAT: So if nothing is wrong with the urine [test]

Patient repeats the ‘what if’ question in the event of ‘no problem’ from urine test
336 DOC:
[Then] that’s fine.<So
337
(0.5) uh if it’s something abnormal
during the urine test.<It is
←
338
bacterial growing I need to call you back for some uh (culture)
339
inside [cultures uh.

Doctor continue to understand patient’s question as ONLY about the urine test
340 PAT:

[Mmm mm ((Nodding))

Patient’s understanding of diagnostics
as a multi-stage process
369 DOC: Thank yo[:u].
370 PAT:
[So nothing is wrong with me today everything will be
371
[(forfeited
).
372
[((Patient pats on consent document))

At the close of the consultation, patient reveals understanding
that further tests will be ‘forfeited’ if the urine test is ‘okay’
373 DOC: No:?
374-390

……

Doctor then realises her continued non-understanding, and
explicit says everything will ‘continue’ and have to be completed

391 PAT: =I thought if: everything
[is],
←
392 DOC:
[no].

Patient continues to voice her non-understanding
393
(0.4)
394 DOC: Its tis- Its this- everything needs to be done.
395 PAT: Hmm.

Some quick take-aways from the example
What were the ‘procedural knowledge’ or ‘judgement
skills’ type of health literacies lacking?
1. Patient initially did not see multiplicity of diagnostic tests as ‘a
package’, but instead views them as various types of a ‘single
test’, thereby allowing her to shop for her preferential test.
2. When told that the multiple tests all have to be done, patient then
formulates them as a multi-stage process, where passing the first
test will negate the need to do the next one.
Patient do not have the concept of differential diagnosis of
common symptoms, and hence do not understand the relationship
between different diagnostics test to reach a accurate diagnosis.

Provision of diagnostic rationale
before recommendations
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

DOC: Okay pass urine have blood (.) okay: (.) there is a lot of
reasons why pass urine have bloods.
(0.5)
DOC: Okay erm: (0.3) mo:st er:: most common (0.5) okay uh is urine
tract infection that’s why they (.) uh A&E gives you antibiotics.
(0.6)
DOC: Okay other (.) things that can cause blood in the urine (0.3) kay
such as stone. (0.4) small chance could be tumor and things like
that.
(0.3)
DOC: So when you told me when you come in there is bloods in the
urine we need to investigate [la] why pass urine got blood >even=
PAT:
[uh]
DOC: =though< it is only one episode we still need to investigate why
pass urine got blood.
Doctor details the relationship between symptom (hematuria) and
PAT: Okay.=
possible diagnosis, before recommendation of diagnostic tests
DOC: =Okay?

Provision of diagnostic rationale
before recommendations
234 DOC: So today you give your urine sample (0.4) okay >to check< uh:: I
235
will check whether there is still blood in the urine.=
236 PAT: =Kay
237 DOC: >I will check whether there is< infection in the urine (0.4) and
238
I will also check whether there is any cancer cells in the urine.
239
(0.6)
240 PAT: °Ya: [that’s] more thorough°.=

Patient is later able to appreciate the
rationale of using tests to eliminate
possible causes

241
[Okay? ]
242 DOC: =Yup then after that I will arrange a blood test PSA to screen
243
for prostate cancer.
244-251 ……
252 DOC: Lastly put a small tube camera into the bladder (.) okay in the
253
Endo Centre.
254 PAT: Uhm:
255 DOC: To check your bladder to make sure there is tumor or stones
256
there.

Re-examining the Calgary-Cambridge
Model for diagnostic recommendations
Eliciting patients’ concern

History-taking
Providing key
‘health literacy’ to
prevent resistance Physical Examination
Rationalizing
to diagnostic
Diagnostic
recommendations
Procedures
Diagnostic Recommendation

Closing consultation

Some conclusions
The detailed analysis of actual consultations and
the interaction between doctors and patients can
reveal:
1. Patients’ real understanding of the consultation
2. Pitfalls in how doctors’ structure their talk that aids
or creates ‘health literacy’ issues

• This can constitute the empirical basis from

which better health communication is designed
and implemented
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